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and shaped in the early 1990s. Although the exact location of this border moves, qualitatively the border regime of 'Fortress Europe', as we know it today, remains the same over the last decades, protecting the core of Europe and its strategic peripheries.
However, I claim, that today there is an additional reason we focus so much on the security of the EU common borders and our governments ignore the right to life, and thus we accept the regular deaths on the sea in the name of the security of Fortress-Europe. This is because, spatially speaking, a symbolically privileged territorial belonging is the only benefit that EU has to offer to its citizens, the rest of the promises of United Europe are fainting away.
It is well known that emergencies and the accompanying exceptional conditions often evolve into a more permanent modes of governance (Agamben 2003) . The refugee crisis of 2015 is not different. It was an opportunity for European governments and the European elites to administrate the declining consent of European citizens for their policies. These are the elites that punished a great part of EU's population (the majority of the impoverished PIIGS residents) and implemented harsh neoliberal austerity to the rest of the people in Europe in the name of the economic recovery. The EU's neoliberal economic project of several decades that promised certain spatial conditions for the everyday life of EU citizens (mainly summarised into a territorial privilege and middle class private property conditions and lifestyle to the masses) is shaken since 2008. Within that context, increased disappointment among Europeans could be tackled instantly in the name of that vaguely defined urgent danger that comes from across our supposedly common borders. With this paper I wish to focus on the spatial dimensions of this process and explain how the collapse of a main spatial pillar of post-Cold-War Europe (the novel private forms of real estate property, the renewal of built environment and the related growth) led to the overemphasis on the other spatial pillar, the boundaries of the privileged territorial condition.
II. Building Europe
Historically, the 20 th century has witnessed two major pan-European construction projects that have taken place over the entire length and width of the continent, renewing its built environment. The first one is the post-World War II reconstruction of the whole continent and the second one is the post-Cold War 'reconstruction'. Besides being a much larger-scale project, the post-WWII project explicitly had a two-fold character. The two sides of the Cold War divide were each building their own urban and infrastructural materiality. Via this material reconstruction, they aimed to engineer their respective social and political entity. Moreover, the construction project of the 1940s and 50s was to (re-)build a devastated continent. The ensuing physical construction project, from the 1990s to the 2000s, was tied to the metaphysical destruction of the Communist regimes' infrastructure and materiality -its very ethos. Thus the building construction was part of the destruction both physical and symbolic of the defeated enemy.
We have detailed ethnographies of the socio-material transformations that occurred in Eastern Europe at that time (Buchli 1999; Salaru 2017; Dalakoglou 2017) , and these have also been recorded and recreated in art. For example, the celebrated film 'Goodbye Lenin' (Becker 2003) describes on a fictional level, this process of deconstruction of the enemy's material culture and its replacement by the capitalist version, which was novel to the former socialist countries. The movie's hero is desperately trying to reconstruct East Germany's material reality for his mother who wakes after a long coma -she must not get shocked to find the world has changed lest she fall ill again. He tries to recreate the GDR's material culture and with every passing moment this becomes more difficult as the material samples of the previous world are systematically erased.
Beyond fiction, the Cold War was a war and at the end its outcome was one that most wars share: the winner occupied the territory of the loser. Because this war was waged between two economic/political systems, this 'occupation of territories' meant the instant transformation of the vast majority of immobile resources and real estate of socialist countries from state, public or cooperative hands to private ones. The enormous influx of resources into the European capitalist economy resulted in its overnight expansion.
Another type of resource that was added in the early 1990s to the capitalist European This particular project of the built environment's reconstruction not only created profit but also contributed to the engineering of the new socio-cultural capitalist subjectivities and relationships. For example, in the case of Eastern Europe, these subjects had to get used to the world of private automobility, the private housing market, the cosmology of super markets or malls, the new capitalist social hierarchies, etc. Similarly, the West was being reengineered socially, first of all quantitatively, thanks to the intake of human and financial resources and accelerated growth, but also qualitatively. The post-world war II housing policies, that were much more extended and inclusive in comparison to the current ones, since the 1990s were replaced with increasing expansion of private forms of property, financialisation of real estate and related price manipulation changing most of the Western European metropolises and their demographics beyond recognition within 2 decades. As these lines are written, in April of 2018, it was just announced that a champion of affordable housing in the previous decade, Berlin, is the European city with the fastest increasing real estate prices. Certainly as I will show below this very same project of construction boom and economic growth is related with the bust that followed, but before going there, one should focus on the other spatial pillar of post-Cold-War Europe.
III. Borders
Apart from this reconstruction of the built environment, the post-Cold War era also had another significant spatial dimension. Following 1990, an ongoing process of internal and external reconfiguration of the European borders ensued. Primarily, the new borders created a new privileged European space and identity, which was promising or even providing the dreams of wealth and growth alongside those of a supposed territorial/cultural exclusivity. These became the dominant schemes of creating collective national and regional identities orchestrated by ideological and violent state apparatuses for decades. So in spite of the million of EUROS spent on cross-border infrastructures, on trans-Europeans and inter-European corridors, highways, railways, natural gas pipelines etc. it will take generations until the symbolic and economic divides within Europe to be bridged. Meanwhile, the crisis came, making the buy of consent unsustainable. If EU and the individual European governments had until recently the resources to finance all these major public works, bail out the banking sectors that generated too much money in the markets via credit economy, promising to the Europeans indebted os State sponsored middle class lifestyles, the crisis brought an end to this utopia of unlimited growth and the related positive identifications. So an emphasis on the undisputed common 'Other' (the nonEuropean refugees) and on the boundaries that divide Europeans from these Others can potentially serve the purpose of holding together -for now-this divided population. 
